
The Stephen Simpson School of Making Your Own Luck in Poker 

Luck is a very important facet of the sport of poker, but do you sit down 
and hope for the best, or can you actually make your own luck?  

As difficult as it may seem to a resident of the U.K it is a criminal 
offence to play poker, for money, in a lot of states in the U.S.A, and illegal to 
play online poker in all but three states.  

 One of the reasons that one of the most popular card games in the world 
is deemed illegal, is because it has been placed into the same bracket as 
games of chance: such as roulette, craps and slots.  

Chance, or luck, plays a major role in the game of poker, but so does 
skill. The beauty of the game is a recreational poker player can beat the 
world’s top player on any given day. In the short term luck is king. However, 
stretch that match-up over a prolonged period of time and luck becomes less 
of a factor. Skill is king over the long term.  

So what happens if you have two poker players with equally adept 
technical ability? Often the player who is the luckier will win. So how do 
you get to become lucky? Do you cross your fingers and hope the Poker 
Gods are shining on you today? Dr. Stephen Simpson thinks otherwise. 

Dr. Simpson is a medical doctor, and mind coach, who recently found the 
sport of poker. During a chance discussion with a golfing friend, Dr. 
Simpson learned that poker was a professional sport. Business cards got 
exchanged and the Law of Attraction made sure that one of those cards 
ended up in the hands of Liv Boeree. 

Boeree is a TV presenter, model, and professional poker player 
representing the largest online poker room in the world: PokerStars. She is 
also a former European Poker Tour (EPT) champion, and earned $1.7m after 
her 2010 victory in San Remo.  



The Iron Maiden of poker started working with Simpson, and after her 
results picked up she passed on his details to the most successful online 
tournament player in history of the game: Chris Moorman. Within three 
weeks of Moorman and Simpson working together, Moorman won his first-
ever live tournament major final, picking up the million dollar first prize at 
the World Poker Tour LA Poker Classic. 

So when it comes to poker, luck, and finding the right result we should 
listen to what Dr. Simpson has to say. 

“There is an old saying that people make their own luck, and I believe 
that’s true to a certain extent, “ said Dr. Simpson. “People who tend to have 
a great outlook on life tend to believe that they are luckier than the average 
person, and this is true when placed under the microscope of scientific 
study.” 

Is Simpson saying that luck is controlled by the way the poker player 
feels? 

“It seems rather simplistic, but to a large degree, yes that’s true. If you 
have a more positive outlook on life, have more friends, a strong network, 
see opportunities, and have the confidence to try things that take you out of 
your comfort zone - then yes you’ll have the best chance of creating your 
own luck.” 

And finally it all makes sense. 

Dr. Simpson is talking about the ingredients that formulate a streak of 
winning results known as a heater. Everyone in poker understands this word. 
It’s a run of results that sees all the stars align producing a long winning 
streak. 

“That will be the confidence. When you start to feel confident your 



outlook changes, and you try riskier moves. When they come off it creates 
more confidence. Your gut feel is also important, and when you are 
confident and feeling happy, gut feel becomes more natural. Ostensibly, this 
is your intuition, and most of the top poker players will tell me that more 
often than not, their initial intuition turns out to have been the correct play.” 

The way Dr. Simpson explains luck; it appears to be more of a skill, than 
a chance event that defines the outcome of a hand or tournament. A 
viewpoint that top players such as Liv Boeree and Chris Moorman also 
understand to be true. Moorman explains,  

‘The key to finding ‘the zone’ was to be solely focused on poker whilst 
playing but equally important was also to be working on myself as a person 
outside of poker and to set myself targets consistently. 

It is worth noting that I went on to win my first ever live major at the 
WPT just weeks after my final meeting with Stephen.’ 

It’s just such a shame that the US lawmakers can’t seem to make that 
connection. 


